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BIOGRAPHY

Sara practices in the firm’s International Arbitration and Construction and Engineering Group. She

advises on international construction and infrastructure projects across a variety of industries,

including oil & gas, power (including renewables), petrochemical, process plant, transport and

mining.  Sara has been active in relation to projects on most continents, representing developers

and contractors in large construction and engineering projects and disputes.

She acts as advocate and has represented parties in international arbitrations under the ICC, LCIA,

SIAC, HKIAC and UNCITRAL Rules, with arbitral seats across Asia and Europe.  Sara also has

experience of litigation in the Technology and Construction Court (TCC) and of adjudication in the

UK. 

https://www.bclplaw.com/en-US/offices/london.html
tel:%2B44%20(0)%2020%203400%203162
tel:%2B65%209855%205514
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RELATED INSIGHTS

Insights

Aug 31, 2021

Sara worked in BCLP’s Singapore office between 2015 and 2020.  She has also spent time in BCLP’s

Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Paris and Hong Kong offices.

WEBINAR

INEFFECTIVE PROJECT MANAGEMENT: IS IT FUELLING TENSION ON YOUR PROJECT?

SPOKEN LANGUAGES

Italian

ADMISSIONS

England and Wales

Construction Disputes

Infrastructure

Energy & Natural Resources

Litigation & Dispute Resolution

Renewables

Oil, Gas and LNG

Real Estate

RESOURCES

PUBLICATIONS

SIAC arbitration (2016 Rules): a step-by-step guide >

RELATED PRACTICE AREAS

https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/0-628-2630?transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default)&firstPage=true
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Professional advisers beware – check the terms of your engagement

Insights

Nov 06, 2020

Disputes under Hotel Management Agreements in a COVID-19 World – Part IV: Key

Issues When Considering Dispute Resolution Clauses – Arbitration Clause

The COVID-19 pandemic has wreaked havoc on the hospitality sector, significantly impacting the financial

performance of existing hotels and causing delays to new hotel projects.  These impacts may result in hotel

owners and operators breaching the terms of their hotel management agreements (“HMAs”), which could lead to

disputes.  In this four part series of articles, the team at BCLP examines the likely areas where disputes may arise

under HMAs during the hotel’s development and operational phases, as well as key issues for the parties to

consider when drafting or reviewing their dispute resolution clauses in the event they wish to invoke the same.

Insights

Oct 30, 2020

Disputes under Hotel Management Agreements in a COVID-19 World – Part III: Key

Issues When Considering Dispute Resolution Clauses – Choice of Governing Law &

Expert Determination

The COVID-19 pandemic has wreaked havoc on the hospitality sector, significantly impacting the financial

performance of existing hotels and causing delays to new hotel projects. These impacts may result in hotel

owners and operators breaching the terms of their hotel management agreements (“HMAs”), which could lead to

disputes. In this four part series of articles, the team at BCLP examines the likely areas where disputes may arise

under HMAs during the hotel’s development and operational phases, as well as key issues for the parties to

consider when drafting or reviewing their dispute resolution clauses in the event they wish to invoke the same.

Insights

Oct 23, 2020

Disputes under Hotel Management Agreements in a COVID-19 World – Part II:

Operational Phase Disputes

The COVID-19 pandemic has wreaked havoc on the hospitality sector, significantly impacting the financial

performance of existing hotels and causing delays to new hotel projects.  These impacts may result in hotel

owners and operators breaching the terms of their hotel management agreements (“HMAs”), which could lead to

disputes.  In this three part series of articles, the team at BCLP examines the likely areas where disputes may arise

under HMAs during the hotel’s development and operational phases, as well as key issues for the parties to

consider when drafting or reviewing their dispute resolution clauses in the event they wish to invoke the same.

Insights

Oct 15, 2020

Disputes under Hotel Management Agreements in a COVID-19 World – Part I:

Development Phase Disputes

The COVID-19 pandemic has wreaked havoc on the hospitality sector, significantly impacting the financial

performance of existing hotels and causing delays to new hotel projects. These impacts may result in hotel

owners and operators breaching the terms of their hotel management agreements (“HMAs”), which could lead to

disputes. In this four part series of articles, the team at BCLP examines the likely areas where disputes may arise

under HMAs during the hotel’s development and operational phases, as well as key issues for the parties to

consider when drafting or reviewing their dispute resolution clauses in the event they wish to invoke the same.
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Insights

Aug 04, 2020

Construction of the New Normal: The Evolving Insurance Landscape

When COVID-19 hit, both insurers and the insured had to grapple with policy claims and whether a product

responded to the crisis.  This was no different in the construction industry where parties had to examine their

policy language to understand if the damage sustained by the pandemic was the same damage they could claim

for under insurance. This article takes a look at how some typical construction insurance policies have  responded

and further, how the insurance market may evolve post-pandemic and how stakeholders  can re-look their risk

management approaches and insurance solutions.

Insights

Jul 14, 2020

Harnessing the “new normal” to improve diversity in international arbitration

Insights

Apr 17, 2020

Singapore - COVID-19: Temporary Measures Act and its Impact on the Construction

Industry

Insights

Apr 09, 2020

Myanmar Postcard - 9 April 2020


